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Introduction
Throughout this paper, S will represent a ring extension of a ring R with
common identity 1. Let / be a right ideal of R, and bR(I)={r^R\Rrc:I}. I
is called a prime right ideal, provided that if X, Y are right ideals of R with
XYal, then either Xdl or Ydl. It is clear that every maximal right ideal
is a prime right ideal. If / is a prime right ideal, then bR{I) is a prime ideal.
Next, let Rr be a ring. An i?-i?'-bimodule M is called a torsionfree R-R'-
bimodule if rM(X)=lM( Y)=0 for every essential ideal X of R and every essential
ideal Y oί Rf, where rM(X) (resp. lM(Y)) is the right (resp. left) annihilator of X
(resp. Y) in M, and M is called a finite normalizing R-R'-bimodule if there
exist elements aly a2, •••, an of Λf such that Λf=Σ?_ii2αί and 22^=0,22' for / =
1, 2, •••, 7z. Such a system {#,-},• is called a normalizing generating system of M.
Finally S is & finite normalizing extension of R if *S is a finite normalizing i?-i?-
bimodule.
In [1], [2], [3], [4] and [6], "cutting down" theorems for a prime ideals
were studied. In the previous paper [7], we have obtained a "cutting down"
theorem for a prime right ideal of a finite normalizing extension under the hypo-
thesis that the finite normalizing extension considered is torsionfree. The pre-
sent objective is to reprove the same without the hypothesis "torsionfree"; we
shall prove the following theorem.
Theorem. Let S be an arbitrary finite normalizing extension of R, T a ring
with RaTaS. If J is a prime right ideal of T, then there exist prime right ideals
K1} K2) —, Ks of R such that Π UiKi=jnR. In this case, bR(Jf]R)= Π UιbR(Ki).
1. Preliminaries
Throughout this paper, S will represent a finite normalizing extension of
JR, and T a ring with RczTdS.
Let P be a prime ideal of T. In studying P and T/P, one can usually
reduce problems to the case in which (1) S is a prime ring, and (2) A Π T(tP for
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each non-zero ideal A of S; this case being described as a standard setting for
P. Actually, in view of [3, Proposition 2.2], there exists a prime ideal Q of S
with QΠ TdP such that, with identifications of subrings, R/(Q Γi R)dT/(QΠ T)
ClS/Q gives a standard setting for Pj(QΓlT).
To our end, we quote the following results from [1], [2], and [3].
Proposition 1.1 ([1, Theorem 2.11] and [3, Theorem 2.13 and Proposi-
tion 2.14]). Let P be a prime ideal of T for which the case is a standard setting.
Then
(1) Ris a semiprime ring,
(2) there exists a set {Ply P2, •••, Pm} of at most n(=the number of normalizing
generators of S over R) prime ideals of R such that Π Γ=,P, = 0 and the prime rings
RjPi are all isomorphίc, and
(3) there exists a subset {Pik} of {Ply P2,-- , PJ such that PΓ\R= Π*P,V
Proposition 1.2 ([1, Propositions 3.3 and 5.3, and Lemma 5.2]). Let S be
a prime ring. Then
(1) S embeds in the right Martίndale quotient ring Q(S) of S,
(2) there exist orthogonal idempotents f
u
f2, "',fm in VQ(S)(R) such that / 2 +
fzΛ h/«=l and r*(fi)=Pifor al1 i = l , 2, —, ιw, and,
(3) fiQ(S)fj is a torsίonfree fiR-fjR-bimodule and f{ Sfj is a torsίonfree
finite normalizing fi R-fj R-bimodule.
Proposition 1.3 ([2, Corollary 2.25 and Theorme 4.6]). Let S be a prime
ring, and Q{S) the right Martindale quotient ring of S. Let /,- be as in Proposition
1.2 and put
τij=τnfiQ(S)fJ=τnfiτfJ,
S< = S j+f R,
T< = Tn+fiR, and
T = Σf./-i I1,/ (i,/= 1,2, ...,»!).
Then
(1) Ti and S{ are rings,
(2)
(3) Tii
(4) TaTtTczfiTtTciT, RT^czT^fiRT^TczfiT^T and T
(5) Γ* is an essential R-R-subbimodule of T, and
(6) there exists a non-zero ideal U of S such that OΦ Uf] Td Γ*.
2. Proof of Theorem
Let / be a prime right ideal of T. Then b
τ
(J) is a prime ideal of T. As
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was claimed at the opening of §1, in order to prove our cutting down theorem,
we may assume that S is prime and the setting is standard for b
τ
(J). Thus
throughout this section, we keep the notations employed in §1. Furthermore,
we set * , ( / ) = foe Ti I tJ^Tc:]}, which is a right ideal of Γ, .
Lemma 2.1. * , ( / ) = Γ, if and only i
Proof. If hi{J)=Th then we have f^TcTif^TdJ. Conversely, if
, then T^TCLjf^TdJ (by Proposition 1.3). Hence Γ,cA<(/), and
so * , ( / ) = Γf.
Lemma 2.2. The set {i \ h{(J) Φ T{} is not empty.
Proof. If hi(J)=Ti for all ί = l , 2, -, *i, then we have T^df^T+f^T
H [-/^^^^/(Lemma 2.1). But, by Proposition 1.3, there exists a non-zero
ideal U of S such that ί / f l Γ c Γ ' c / , which contradicts the setting being
standard for b
τ
{J).
We now reorder, if necessary, so that f
x
T*T<tJ for i = 1, 2, •••, j ,
CZj for ί = H - l , •••, w.
Lemma 2.3. δ
Γ
(J) Π i?C Π f»iP, .
Proof. By Proposition 1.3, there exists a non-zero ideal U of S such that
c Γ * . Therefore, since the setting is standard for b
τ
(J), for i = l , 2,
•••, ί, we have (U Π T)-fgT*T(£bT(J), and so ΓΓ*/> /lΓ*Γcl:&Γ(/). Let us set
Q'(i)= {tiζΞTilTTtfi tifiT*T abτ(J)} for each i = l , 2, —, j . Then, as is well
known, by the correspondence of prime ideals in a Morita context
c =
ΓΓ /Λ
^(, ) is a prime ideal of T{ corresponding to the prime ideal bτ(J) of T. By [3,
Proposition 2.11], we have Qli)f]fiR=0. Since TT*fr(bτ(J)Γ[R)-fiT*Tc:
Tb
τ
{J)Tdb
τ
(J), we obtain/•(W) ΓΊ Λ)/,C/,Λ Π ρ ( /o=0, and hence bτ{J) ΠRc:
rRUi)=Pi. Hence bτ(J)
Lemma 2.4. // /^ί , ίΛ^ « ^»(/) w ^  ^ ' ^ nigAί ύ&α/ 0/ 71,- ^ /zrf ^ 4 Π Ti(t
hf(J) for each non-zero ideal A of 5, .
Proof. Let α, b be elements of T{ with aTfidh^J) and b^h^J). By
Proposition 1.3, there exists a non-zero ideal U of S such that OΦt/Π Γ c Γ * .
Then, since α /,Γ*Γ(C/n ^ frbf^Tdaf^TT^bfiT^TdaT^T^TaJ, we
have either afT^TdJ or (?7Π Γ) &/tΓ*Γc/. But, noting that C/Π ΓctJ and
bf{T*T(tJ, we get ( ϊ/n T)/,i/ f T Γct/ . Hence Λ/,T*TdJ, and so aGhξ(J).
We have thus seen that A, (/) is a prime right ideal of Tf . Next we claim that
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Then
and so, f{T*T<tJ implies TT*f{ΐfiT*Tc:J, and therefore
TT9f{rfiT9Tczbτ(J). Hence fir^Q/ii)f]fiR=0, by the proof of Lemma 2.3
([3, Prop. 2.11]). We have thus seen that bTi(hi{J)) ΠfiR=0. Finally, if A is a
non-zero ideal of S{ such that A Π ΓtcΛt.(/), then 0=M Π/iΛ=(^ Π Γ,) Π/{ i ίC
bTi(hi(J))ΠfiR by [2, Proposition 2.20], But this contradicts bTi(hi(J))ΠfiR=0.
This proves that A Π T^  ct Af (/) for each non-zero ideal 4^ of 5, .
Lemma 2.5. If I is a non-zero ideal of /, i?, then there exists a non-zero
ideal A of 5 such that A ΠfcAfi Π Γ, c J7V
Proof. If M is an i?-i?-subbimodule of T{ with JΓ,f nΛf=0, then IMd
ITjΠM=0. Since f{R is a prime ring and Γ, is /^-/^-torsionfree (Proposi-
tion 1.1 and 1.2), we have M=0, and therefore ITS is an essential R-R-
subbimodule of T{. Now, choose a relative complement Tf of Γ, in the i?-JR-
bimodule 0(5). Noting that IT{ is ^-inessential in Th we see that IT{®Tf
is i?-i?-essential in 0(5), so that (ITiφTf)ΠS is i?-i?-essential in 5. Then,
by [3, Corollary 2.25], there exists a non-zero ideal A of 5 such that ^4c(/T'l 0
Tf) Π SialTiQTf). Now, it is easy to see that A ΠfiAf{ Π ΓfC/Γ,..
Corollary 2.6. If ί^sy then hi(J)ΓϊfiR is a prime right ideal of f{R and
Proof. Let X, Y be right ideals of f{R such that XYczh^J) ΠfiR and Yet
hi(J) Π/ί-R. Then fiRY is a non-zero ideal of/, i2, and so there exists a non-zero
ideal A of 5 such that A ΠfiAft Π T{(ZfiRYTi (Lemma 2.5). Since A ΠfiAfi is
a non-zero ideal of 5, ([2, Proposition 2.22]), AΠfiAfiΠ T&h^J) by Lemma
2.4. Therefore, since XTi(Ar\Tii)cX{fiRYTir\Tii)CiXfiRYTi<^hi{J), we
see that XT^h^J), and therefore X CAf (7) Π/, i? This proves that hξ(J) ΠfiR
is a prime right ideal of/f i2. Next, suppose, to the contrary, that bfiR(hi(J)Π
fiR)4=0. Then, again by Lemma 2.5 and [2, Proposition 2.22], there exists a
non-zero dideal B of 5 such that BΠfiBftΠ Γ,Cft
Λ
(Af (/) Π//Λ) TfClh^J) and
BΠfiBfi is a non-zero ideal of 5, . But this contradicts Lemma 2.4.
Now, we shall prove the final Lemma which implies our Theorem.
Lemma 2.7. There exist prime right ideals Kly K2s •••, Ks of R such that
Π Ui Ki=jΠR andb^K^Pi. In this case, bR(jΠR)= Π Ui Pi-
Proof. We now set Kf. = {r e R \ f{ r e /*,-(/) n/, #} (/= 1, 2, -, s). Then, by
Corollary 2.6, we can easy seen that Kt is a prime right ideal of R and bR(Ki)=
r f i(/,)=P f. If r e / Π Λ , then / ^ J ' Γ c r Γ ' T c / , and so f,reh,{J)nfιR.
This implies that / Πi?C (Ί l=i Kim Conversely, let r be arbitrary element of
Π ί.i K{. Then, for each i^s, f{r e A, (/) Π /, JR, and so /,r/,. f Γ c / . On the
other hand, noting that fiT*T(Zj for ίΞ>H-l, it follows that rT*Td
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In view of Proposi-
tion 1.3, there exists a non-zero ideal U of S such that UΓiTczT*. Then
r-(UΓiT)c:rT*Tc:J and UΠTctJ. (Note that the setting is standard for
b
τ
(J).) Hence rG J Π #. We have thus seen that / ΠR= Π f=1 ϋΓf . Further-
more bR(jnR)a Π ί.i bR{Ki)<Z. Π L i ^ / n ί . This implies that bR(jΓiR)=
Π *.i bR(Ki)= Π f-i P, , and our proof is complete.
3. Examples
In §2, we have proved a "cutting down" theorem for a prime right ideal of
a finite normalizing extension. On the other hand, from Heinicke and Robson
[3, Theorem 2.12], we obtain another "cutting down" theorem for a prime right
ideal. That is, if J is a prime right ideal of T, then there exist right ideals
HlyH2y -~,Hh of R such that n?-if l |=/ri-R and each HfKJΓϊR) is a prime
right i?-module, where a right i?-module N is called prime, provided that if
tιl=θ for OΦz/GiV and an ideal I of R then NI—0. In this section, we give
some examples which show that these two expressions are essentially different.
In advance of giving examples, we claim the following: Let A be a field,
U=k[xly x2y •••] a polynomial ring over k in countable many indeterminate xh
and B=(xly x2y •••) the maximal two-sided ideal of U generated by xly x2, •••. Let
us set V=UjB\ W=BjB\ D=(V V) and A=(W W \ Then the unique
W V' \W W/
maximal non-zero two-sided ideal A of D is neither left nor right Z)-finitely
generated.
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let D be a ring containing a non-zero unique maximal two-
sided ideal A of D which is neither left nor right Z)-finitely generated. Let M
be a maximal right ideal of D with bD(M)=A. Let
(DDD\ /D0 0\ /DDA\ ιMMA\
S=[DDDY R= 0D0 , T = (DDA\ and J={MMA\.
\D DD> V 0 0 Ώ> \DD D) W D Ό>
Then S is a finite normalizing extension of Ry T is not a finite normalizing exten-
sion of R9 and / is a prime right ideal of T. Let us set
/MO 0\ /D 0 (h
K
λ
 = I 0 D 0 I and K2= ( 0 M 0 . Then Kγ and i^2 are prime right ideal of R
\ooz>/ * O O D '
with / Π R=KX Π iζj> and Kij(j Π i?) are prime right i?-modules.
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let D, A and M be as in Example 3.1. Let us set
fODDD, /DOOOx ,DDDA, <M MM A
DDDfl [0Z>00\ (DDD^I IMMMA
\DDDDf 10 OΰO Γ Df lΰi ^ ~
ΉDDD' ^oooΰ' \DDDD1
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Then S is a finite normalizing extension of Ry T is not a finite normalizing ex-
tension of Ry and / is a prime right ideal of T. Let us put
/MO 0 (h (D 0 0 (h ,£> 0 0 0v
0 D 0 0
 Γ
j 0 M 0 0 - -- 0 ΰ 0 0
o o ΰ o ' M O O D O
 a n d
 ^ l o o i o
0 0 0 D' 0 0 0 D> M) 0 0 D>
Then JK^ J, K2 and ^ 3 are the prime right ideals of R such that J Γ\R=
K
λ
 Π K2 n iζ$. But the /£,•/(/ Π i?) are not prime right i2-modules. Next, we
consider the following ideals:
p 0 0 0 /MO 0 Ov /MO 0 0\
„ / 0 M 0 0 \ 0 2 ) 0 0 - ^ [ O M O O ]
H O M O l Ή O O M O a n d ^ 3 = o o ΰ o f
\o o o D/ ^ o o o ΰ ' \ o o o i y
Then Hx Π ff2 Π HZ=J Π i? and /ί, /(/ Π i?) are prime right iϊ-modules. But it is
easy to see that none of H{ is a prime right ideal.
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